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Introduction

Partnerships between schools and community healthcare organizations are a powerful collaboration to support healthy students in achieving their full potential. School-Based Health Centers (SBHCs) are an effective and equitable model for providing comprehensive, integrated healthcare in the school setting to improve student education and health outcomes.¹

Working across these two distinct and complex systems—healthcare and schools—can be challenging. A key priority identified by the School-Based Health Alliance (SBHA) is to guide the SBHC field on navigating federal privacy laws that apply to both education and healthcare entities: specifically the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).

SBHA is proud to partner with the National Center for Youth Law to offer this resource guide on HIPAA, FERPA, and how they affect information sharing and confidentiality protection in school settings. These resources aim to support efforts to strengthen and expand partnerships between schools and SBHCs, resulting in better care and better futures for all students.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
This guide is intended as a broad overview of the privacy rules under HIPAA and FERPA. Because state and other laws also influence confidentiality and information sharing, this guide cannot answer whether and when information may or may not be shared in every situation. Instead, this guide provides a starting point for general learning and sufficient information so that readers can start important conversations with their legal counsel.

We advise any SBHC, education system, or healthcare organization seeking specific legal guidance in their state to contact legal counsel.

This document provides information and does not provide legal advice or guidance. The guide should be used as a reference only and not as a substitute for advice from legal counsel. The information in this document is current as of March 2023, but laws change. Legal counsel should review materials to ensure they are up to date when used any time after March 2023.
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1. Why is it important to protect the confidentiality of students’ health information?

2. What are the risks of disclosing confidential health information?

3. Why is it important to enable sharing of students’ confidential health information?

4. What shapes the balance of information sharing vs. confidentiality?

5. What is the difference between consent for health care, confidentiality, and consent to release information?

6. Which federal laws may protect (or limit) the confidentiality of students’ health information?

7. Which state laws may protect (or limit) the confidentiality of students’ health information?
02 Background

1. Why is it important to protect the confidentiality of students’ health information? Privacy is an essential part of recognizing the unique dignity of patients as persons and a precondition to personal autonomy. Among numerous reasons to protect confidentiality for the healthcare communications and health information of young people (children and adolescents up to age 18 as well as young adults ages 18 or older), one of the most compelling is to encourage young people and their families to seek necessary care on a timely basis and to provide a candid and complete health history when they do so. The overarching goals of confidentiality protection include promoting the health of individual young people and public health. A key element of reaching these goals is ensuring that young people receive needed healthcare services. These factors help form the underlying rationale for federal and state confidentiality laws.

2. What are the risks of disclosing confidential health information? When students’ confidential healthcare information is disclosed without their agreement or knowledge, it can lead them and their families not to trust healthcare providers. Decades of research have demonstrated that privacy concerns influence the use of healthcare by young people and their families in many ways.

3. Why is it important to enable sharing of students’ confidential health information? Sharing a student’s health information can be an important means of protecting their health and avoiding potential harm. Sharing can also help to protect the health and safety of others in the school and community and is sometimes necessary for basic healthcare operations. For these reasons, federal and state confidentiality laws allow sharing of information and records, almost always with the permission or release of the young person, the parent, or another authorized person, sometimes without explicit permission or authorization when specific legal exceptions apply.
5. What is the difference between consent for health care, confidentiality, and consent to release information? Although “consent and confidentiality” are often assumed to go hand in hand or to be identical, they refer to distinct legal concepts; even “consent” refers to different legal requirements. Consent for care means granting permission to a provider to engage in a health test, exam, or service. A healthcare provider generally must obtain consent before providing care.

Adults (18 years or older) typically consent to their own healthcare. Federal and state laws and court decisions help establish which individuals have the legal authority to provide consent on behalf of minors (young people under 18 years old), sometimes including minors themselves. (See page 30 for more on minor consent laws.)

Once a provider delivers health services, information about the care is confidential. Confidentiality laws control the release of this information. Confidentiality laws sometimes require consent to release healthcare information and specify which individuals may or must sign that authorization in a process distinct from obtaining consent for the care. Often, the person with authority to consent for care is the same person with authority to sign for the release of information—but not always.

6. Which federal laws may protect (or limit) the confidentiality of students’ health information? Many federal laws affect the confidentiality of students’ health information, either protecting it from disclosure or requiring it to be shared. The two laws that this document focuses on are the privacy regulations under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (the HIPAA Privacy Rule) and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Numerous other laws are important and may be relevant in specific situations, but a detailed discussion of them is beyond the scope of this resource guide.
7. Which state laws may protect (or limit) the confidentiality of students’ health information? Many state laws also affect the confidentiality of students’ health information, either protecting it from disclosure or requiring it to be shared. These include general state medical confidentiality laws and confidentiality laws that protect information related to services for specific health concerns, such as mental health, substance use, sexually transmitted infection, and HIV; state minor consent laws; state education codes; state funding program requirements; and state insurance laws. This document will not include a complete discussion of these laws but will explain how they are relevant in the interpretation and application of HIPAA and FERPA, including when they supersede state law.
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Helpful Resources about HIPAA from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
03 HIPAA Basics

1. **HIPAA - What is it and when does it apply?** The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Privacy Rule is a federal law that protects the privacy of patient health information held by “covered entities.”10 HIPAA also has Security, Transactions, and Enforcement Rules, as well as identifiers requirements. This FAQ focuses on the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which will be referred to as HIPAA unless explicitly stated otherwise.

2. **Who must comply with HIPAA?** Healthcare providers who “transmit health information in electronic form” are “covered entities” and must comply with HIPAA.11 “Healthcare providers” include individual providers such as physicians, nurses, clinical social workers, and other medical and mental health practitioners, as well as hospitals, clinics, and other organizations.12 However, healthcare providers are subject to HIPAA only if they electronically transmit health information regarding certain health transactions. Many covered entities work with other organizations and individuals to provide healthcare. Examples include attorneys, data processors, and accountants. These individuals may be considered “business associates.” When covered entities share protected health information with business associates, they must receive assurances that the business associates will comply with HIPAA.

3. **What information does HIPAA protect?** The HIPAA Privacy Rule limits covered healthcare providers from disclosing what HIPAA calls “protected health information” (PHI).13 The definition of “protected health information” is broad, as shown in the sidebar.14 PHI includes both health and mental health information but has special provisions for “psychotherapy notes.” HIPAA does not limit the disclosure of health information that is not individually identifiable, also known as “de-identified information.”15

---

**Q:** Must a school-employed provider who is a “covered entity” comply with HIPAA?

**A:** Not where FERPA applies—if FERPA applies, HIPAA does not.

Even if a healthcare provider is a covered entity for purposes of HIPAA, the health information they create will not be subject to the HIPAA Privacy Rule if that information is part of an education record subject to FERPA.

**FOR EXAMPLE** if a school-employed therapist bills Medicaid for services provided under the IDEA using an electronic billing system, the school is a HIPAA-covered entity subject to other parts of HIPAA. However, if the school’s provider maintains health information in “education records” subject to FERPA, the school is not required to comply with the HIPAA Privacy Rule, but with FERPA in terms of access and protection.
4. What does it mean when the HIPAA Privacy Rule applies? Generally, healthcare providers cannot disclose information protected by HIPAA without a signed authorization. An authorization form must include specific elements and notices to be valid under HIPAA. The resources section on page 17 has information on what a compliant authorization must include. HIPAA also defines who must sign the authorization. There are also some exceptions to this general rule.

5. Who must sign an authorization to release information under HIPAA? HIPAA allows sharing of PHI when there is an authorization, or release, signed by someone legally authorized to do so. Usually, patients sign on their own behalf when they are age 18 years or older, or an emancipated minor, and typically, for an unemancipated minor, a parent, guardian, or other person with authority under the law to make health decisions for the minor (the patient’s personal representative) must sign authorizations to release the minor’s information. However, an unemancipated minor must sign the authorization when they are considered the “individual” as described on page 15 on the right sidebar. Thus, who signs will depend in part on what federal, state, and other laws say about when minors may consent to their own care.

6. When do unemancipated minors sign their own authorizations under HIPAA? HIPAA treats minors as “individuals” with rights related to their own PHI in three situations as described in the sidebar on page 15. When a minor is an “individual” under HIPAA, HIPAA grants them most of the same rights as adult individuals, such as the right to sign authorizations to release their own PHI. In these situations, their parent or guardian does not necessarily have such rights. Thus, federal and state laws allowing minors to consent for their own care are critical in determining when minors may sign their own authorizations (see page 33 below).
When can a parent access the protected health information of their unemancipated minor child? When they consented for the minor’s care, a parent, guardian, or other person with legal authority to make health decisions for an unemancipated minor generally has a right to access the minor child’s protected health information. However, even in such cases, a provider may choose not to disclose in cases where the provider reasonably believes the minor has been subjected to abuse or that the minor could be endangered by disclosure and the provider concludes that disclosure to the parent is not in the minor’s best interest.

Where a minor is considered to be “the individual” under HIPAA, either because they have authority to consent to their own care under state or other law or meet one of the other criteria, their parents’ access to their PHI will depend in part on what federal, state, and other laws say.

---

**MINOR CONSIDERED THE “INDIVIDUAL” UNDER HIPAA WHEN**

- The minor consented to the underlying healthcare,
- The minor lawfully may obtain care without the consent of a parent or person acting in place of the parent, such as a legal guardian, and the minor, a court, or another person authorized by law consented for the care, or
- A parent, guardian, or person acting in place of a parent assents to an agreement of confidentiality.
When is a parent limited from accessing the protected health information of their unemancipated minor child? In two situations, a parent may be limited from accessing the protected health information of their unemancipated minor child. First, where a minor has authority to consent to their own care under federal, state, or other law, or parents have agreed to confidentiality, and the minor is considered “the individual” under HIPAA, parent access will depend in part on what state and other laws say. For example, certain information, such as records related to substance use disorder treatment or Title X family planning services, may be subject to federal confidentiality laws that prohibit disclosure to parents without the minor patient’s consent.²⁶

Second, even where a parent otherwise may have a right to access information, a provider may choose not to disclose when:

• the provider has a reasonable belief that the minor has been or may be subject to domestic violence, abuse, or neglect by the parent, OR

• giving the parent the right to access to the minor’s medical information could endanger the minor, AND the provider, in the exercise of professional judgment, decides that it is not in the best interest of the minor to provide the parent with access to the minor’s medical information.²⁷

Can PHI be shared without an authorization or release? HIPAA allows, and sometimes requires, healthcare providers to share health and mental health information without need of a signed release. For example, disclosure without an authorization is allowed for “treatment, payment, and healthcare operations.”²⁸ HIPAA defines these terms and with whom the information may be shared under this exception; however, state laws may further define and sometimes limit application of this HIPAA exception. It is important to consult legal counsel to understand how this exception applies in your state. Additional examples of important exceptions in HIPAA are in the sidebar. These also may require or allow disclosure without an authorization, if the conditions specified by HIPAA are met and if state law does not limit their application.²⁹ ³⁰ ³¹ ³² Examples of how such exceptions might apply in practice can be found in Section 04 on page 21.
10. **How do HIPAA and state laws work together?** HIPAA and state laws intersect in several ways. First, HIPAA grants rights to sign authorizations and to access a minor’s PHI based on who is authorized to make healthcare decisions for the minor. State law usually determines who has those rights to consent for care. Similarly, parent access to records when the parent did not consent for the minor’s care will depend in part on state law. Second, states often have laws that protect the confidentiality of health and mental health information, which may be more protective than HIPAA. When state law provides greater confidentiality protection than HIPAA, providers usually must follow the state law. For example, HIPAA allows release of PHI without an authorization for treatment purposes. In several states, applicable state confidentiality laws also authorize providers to disclose protected health information for treatment purposes without an authorization, but limit with whom that information may be shared under the exception. In these states, providers must follow the more protective state law.

When state law provides greater confidentiality protections than HIPAA, providers usually must follow state law.

---

**HELPFUL RESOURCES ABOUT HIPAA FROM THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (HHS)**

**Covered Entity Decision Tool**

**Transactions Overview**

**Business Associates**

**HIPAA Privacy Rule and Sharing Information Related to Mental Health**

**Permitted Uses and Disclosures: Exchange for Treatment**
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/exchange_treatment.pdf

---

**RESOURCES FROM OTHER SOURCES**

**45 C.F.R. section 164.508**
(Describing the core elements and other requirements for authorization forms to be valid)
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/45/164.508

**Valid HIPAA Authorizations: A checklist**
(from Holland & Hart)
https://www.hollandhart.com/valid-hipaa-authorizations-a-checklist
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04 FERPA Basics

1. FERPA—What is it and when does it apply? The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) protects the privacy of students’ personal records held by “educational agencies or institutions” that receive federal funds under programs “administered by the U.S. Secretary of Education.” FERPA also assures access to educational records by a student’s parents or by a student 18 years or older.

2. Who must comply with FERPA? Educational agencies and school officials are required to follow FERPA. Organizations and individuals that contract with, or volunteer or consult for, an educational agency also may need to follow FERPA if certain conditions are met and they can be considered a “school official.”

“Educational agencies or institutions” are defined as institutions that receive federal funds under programs administered by the U.S. Department of Education (DOE) and that either provide direct instruction or educational services to students, such as schools; or are educational agencies that direct or control schools, including school districts and state education departments.

The term “school official” includes school staff, such as teachers, counselors, and school nurses. It also can include a “board member, trustee, registrar, ... attorney, accountant, human resources professional ... and support or clerical personnel.” A school or district may define this term even more broadly in its school policies so that it also includes outside consultants, contractors, or volunteers to whom a school has outsourced a school function if certain conditions are met.

3. What information does FERPA protect? FERPA controls disclosure of information maintained in the “education record.” “Education records” are defined as records, files, documents, or other recorded materials that contain information directly related to a student and are maintained by an educational agency or institution, or a person acting for such agency or institution. Information directly related to a student means any information “that, alone or in combination, is linked or linkable to a specific student that would allow a reasonable person in the school community ... to identify the student with reasonable certainty.” Education records may include health information.

FERPA does not apply to all information at a school. For example, communications that are not recorded in any form, such as personal knowledge or the contents of a conversation between a teacher and student in a hallway that is not recorded, are not part of the education record and are not subject to FERPA.

There also are several types of records that are exempt from FERPA. For purposes of school healthcare, the most relevant exemptions include:

- Records that are kept in the “sole possession” of the maker, are used only as a personal memory aid, and are not accessible or revealed to any other person except a temporary substitute for the maker of the record;
- Treatment records of a student 18 years and older when used only in connection with treatment and not made available to anyone other than those providing treatment, and;
- Law enforcement unit records.

Education Record: Records, files, documents, or other recorded materials that contain information directly related to a student and are maintained by an educational agency or institution, or a person acting for such agency or institution.
4. Does FERPA treat health or mental health information differently than other information in an education file? Student health records maintained by a school or school employee, such as treatment records, Individualized Education Plan (IEP) assessments, or immunization documents, are part of the education file. FERPA does not treat health and mental health records in a minor’s education file differently than it does any other information in the file, such as grades or attendance information. Information related to services provided as part of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) additionally is subject to the confidentiality protections in the IDEA.

5. What does it mean when FERPA applies? Generally, FERPA prohibits educational agencies from releasing any “personally identifiable information” in the education record unless they have written permission for the release. Releases must include specific elements to be valid. There are exceptions that allow disclosure without a release in some cases.

6. Who must sign a release of records under FERPA? In most cases, a “parent” must sign that release. FERPA defines parent broadly for this purpose to include a parent, guardian, or “person acting in the role of parent.” FERPA does not define what it means to be a “person acting in the role of a parent” for this purpose; however, state law or local educational agency policy may. When students are 18 years or older, they must sign their own release forms.

7. What are the rights of parents and students to education records under FERPA? Parents of a student under age 18 may access their child’s education record. FERPA defines “parent” to include a parent, guardian, or person acting in the role of parent. The only exception is if a court order explicitly limits a parent’s right to access the record. “Eligible students”—those 18 or older—have access to their own education records. Parents’ access to the records of an eligible student are restricted and may require the agreement of the eligible student. However, it is important to note that, under FERPA, parents may have access to the education records of eligible students when they are claimed as dependents on the parents’ most recent tax returns. See the resource entitled “A Parent Guide to FERPA,” on page 21, for more on eligible students.

8. When does FERPA allow sharing of education records without a release? FERPA contains exceptions that allow agencies and schools to disclose information absent a written release in some circumstances. For example, schools may share “directory information” about students with the public generally if the school and district have given public notice to parents about the types of information the school and district consider directory information, the parents’ right to refuse directory disclosures, and how long parents have to inform the school or district about their intent to opt out. Typically, directory information includes name, address, and date of birth. It does not include grades or attendance records. Additional exceptions also exist. Some of them are described in more detail in Section 05 on page 22 and in the resources on page 21. Certain policies must be in place at the district level to implement many of these exceptions.

© 2023 NATIONAL CENTER FOR YOUTH LAW AND SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH ALLIANCE. INFORMATION CURRENT AS OF MARCH 2023. THIS GUIDE PROVIDES INFORMATION, NOT LEGAL ADVICE, CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL COUNSEL FOR APPLICATION QUESTIONS.
9. How do FERPA and state laws work together? States may also have laws that protect the confidentiality of education, as well as medical and mental health information. Whenever possible, educational agencies must comply with both FERPA and state law, even where state law may provide greater protection. To the extent that provisions of FERPA conflict with state law or regulation, FERPA usually preempts state law. However, if an educational agency believes there is an actual conflict between obligations under state law and its ability to comply with FERPA, the educational agency must notify the DOE’s Family Policy Compliance Office.35

FERPA does not treat health records in a minor’s education file differently than it does any other information in the file, such as grades or attendance information.

HELPFUL RESOURCES ABOUT FERPA FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (DOE)

FAQs about FERPA
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/frequently-asked-questions

Model Forms and Annual Notices
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/annual-notices

A Parent Guide to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)

FERPA Exceptions-Summary

When is it Permissible to Use FERPA’s Health or Safety Emergency Exception for Disclosures?
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/faq/when-it-permissible-utilize-ferpa%280%29s-health-or-safety-emergency-exception-disclosures

Who is a “school official” under FERPA?
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/faq/who-%280%29scschool-official%280%29under-ferpa

Defining “Legitimate Educational Interests”
https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2004/privacy/section_4b.asp
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HIPAA, FERPA, and/or State Law: Confidentiality and Sharing in School Health Settings

A. Which one applies and how do they work together?

1. How do HIPAA, FERPA, and state laws intersect?
2. Are the records of a healthcare provider on a school campus subject to FERPA or HIPAA?
3. Are records from healthcare services provided on a school campus always subject to FERPA?
4. When are records from healthcare services provided on a school campus subject to FERPA?

B. Communication Between Healthcare Providers Who Are School Employees, Agents, or Officials and Those Who Are Not

1. Does HIPAA allow a healthcare provider or SBHC whose information is subject to the HIPAA Privacy Rule to disclose protected health information to a school-employed healthcare provider?
2. Does FERPA allow a school or school employee to disclose information from a FERPA-protected education record to an SBHC that is not a school employee or official?

C. Communication between SBHCs that qualify as “School Officials” and Schools

1. Does FERPA allow a school or school employee to disclose information from a FERPA-protected education record to an SBHC acting as a “school official”?
2. May an SBHC acting as a “school official” prohibit school personnel from accessing SBHC health records unless they have a release?

Helpful Resources on HIPAA, FERPA and School Health from HHS and DOE
05 HIPAA, FERPA, and/or State Law: Confidentiality and Sharing in School Health Settings

A. Which one applies and how do they work together?

1. How do HIPAA, FERPA, and state laws intersect? Some general rules of construction help with understanding how HIPAA, FERPA, and state laws intersect. For example, FERPA and the HIPAA Privacy Rule can never apply at the same time because HIPAA excludes education records from the definition of PHI. However, both HIPAA and state laws can apply at the same time. Also, FERPA and state law may apply at the same time. In the latter two situations, it is important to understand which law is more protective, which law is permissive, and which law takes precedence. There may be situations in which neither HIPAA nor FERPA apply.

2. Are the records of a healthcare provider on a school campus subject to FERPA or HIPAA? How do you know whether HIPAA, FERPA, and/or state laws apply?

Ask the following three questions:

1. Is the provider of health care an "educational agency," an employee or agent of one, or a "school official"?
   - If YES, then FERPA applies. Go to question 3.
   - If NOT, go to the next question.

2. Is the healthcare provider a “covered entity”?
   - If YES, then the HIPAA Privacy Rule applies.
   - If either YES or NO, go to the next question.

3. Do state laws apply?
   - Whether FERPA applies, HIPAA applies, or neither, it is still possible for state confidentiality laws to apply.
3. Are records from healthcare services provided on a school campus always subject to FERPA? No. Health records are subject to FERPA if they are part of an education record. This will not always be the case. HHS and DOE issued Joint Guidance in 2008 and 2019, addressing questions about the application of HIPAA and FERPA in school settings. The 2008 Joint Guidance provides this explanation: “Some outside parties provide services directly to students and are not employed by or otherwise acting on behalf of the school. In these circumstances, the records created are not ‘education records’ subject to FERPA, even if the services are provided on school grounds, because the party creating and maintaining the records is not acting on behalf of the school.” In the 2019 Joint Guidance provides this example: “The records created and maintained by a public health nurse who provides immunizations to students on a FERPA-covered elementary or secondary school’s grounds, but who is not acting for the school, would not qualify as ‘education records’ under FERPA.”

4. When are records from healthcare services provided on a school campus subject to FERPA? Health records are subject to FERPA if they are part of an education record. They become part of an education record if the person or agency that created the record is an education institution or the employee or agent of one and can be considered a school official.

A contractor, consultant, or volunteer could be considered a “school official” whose records would be subject to the use and disclosure requirements of FERPA if the contractor, consultant, or volunteer:

- Performs an institutional service or function for which the agency or institution would otherwise use employees;
- Is under the direct control of the agency or institution with respect to the use and maintenance of education records;
- Is subject to the requirements of FERPA governing the use and redisclosure of personally identifiable information from education records; and
- Meets the criteria for being a school official with a legitimate educational interest in the records as specified in the school or local educational agency (LEA)’s annual notification.

The existence of a contract between an educational agency and a healthcare provider on its own is not determinative. The above criteria must be demonstrated as well. DOE provides case examples that suggest factors that these agencies would look at to determine whether a provider of care meets the above criteria and could be considered a school official. These factors include administrative and operational control as well as financing.

If FERPA does not apply, the healthcare provider should evaluate whether HIPAA does. HIPAA applies if the healthcare provider can be considered a “covered entity.” The 2008 and 2019 Joint Guidance addressed questions about the application of HIPAA and FERPA in school settings. The 2019 Joint Guidance includes this reminder:

“HIPAA would apply to student records maintained by a healthcare provider that are not subject to FERPA only if the provider transmits any PHI electronically in connection with a transaction for which HHS has adopted a transaction standard, e.g., healthcare claims, and the records contain PHI.”
B. Communication between Healthcare Providers who are School Employees, Agents, or Officials and those Who are Not

1. Does HIPAA allow a healthcare provider or SBHC whose information is subject to the HIPAA Privacy Rule to disclose protected health information to a school-employed healthcare provider?

CASE SCENARIOS

Does HIPAA allow information to be released in these cases?

- Primary care physician wants to share medication treatment plan with the school nurse.
- School-based health center operating under HIPAA wants to refer a patient to the school counselor.
- County health agency with a satellite clinic on the school campus wants to share immunization records with the school.

In most of the above examples, the answer is probably yes, the healthcare provider may disclose individually identifiable health information to the school-employed healthcare provider, but it is important to look at the specific facts and also look at whether this disclosure would be allowed under applicable state law. The information always may be disclosed if a written authorization compliant with HIPAA (and any applicable federal and state law) is in place. If no authorization is in place, the answer in each of the above scenarios may depend on whether or not an exception in HIPAA and applicable state law allows or requires the release. Examples of several such exceptions are described below. It is important to remember that even if the disclosure is allowed under HIPAA, it also must be allowed under any applicable state law before it can be shared.

Protected health information subject to HIPAA always may be disclosed if a written authorization compliant with HIPAA (and any applicable federal and state law) is in place. If no authorization is in place, HIPAA also permits healthcare providers to disclose protected health information with certain exceptions. For example, HIPAA allows providers to disclose information to other healthcare providers for “treatment” purposes. HIPAA defines “treatment” for this purpose to mean “the provision, coordination, or management of healthcare and related services by one or more healthcare providers, including the coordination or management of healthcare by a healthcare provider with a third party; consultation between healthcare providers relating to a patient; or the
referral of a patient for healthcare from one healthcare provider to another.” The DOE and HHS provide this example of the HIPAA treatment exception in application:

“[A] student’s primary care physician may discuss the student’s medication and other healthcare needs with a school nurse who will administer the student’s medication and provide care to the student while the student is at school.”

It is important to make sure that such a disclosure also complies with any applicable state or other law. Some state or other laws are more restrictive and will not allow disclosures for treatment purposes without a release or will narrow when this exception can be used. For example, federal regulations protecting some substance use treatment records (42 CFR Part 2) are much more restrictive and would greatly limit what could be shared without a written release.

Providers whose records are subject to HIPAA also are allowed to disclose information to other providers absent authorization in a few other circumstances, such as in certain emergencies using the HIPAA emergency exception. Under this exception, according to HHS guidance, “healthcare providers may share patient information with anyone as necessary to prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health and safety of a person or the public – consistent with applicable law (such as state statutes, regulations, or case law) and the provider’s standards of ethical conduct.” (emphasis added).

The Joint Guidance from 2019 provides this example of the emergency exception in practice:

“A parent tells their child’s therapist they are worried because the child threatened to kill a teacher and has access to a weapon. HIPAA permits the therapist to contact school officials if, based on a credible representation by the parent, the therapist believes the disclosure to school officials is necessary to prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to the teacher.”

It is important to talk to legal counsel about possible application of state and other confidentiality laws before relying on the above examples, as other laws may be more protective and limit such disclosure. Further, some states have laws that specifically limit disclosure of health information, or certain types of health information, to schools.

It also is important to note that once disclosed to the school or school-employed healthcare provider, if the information is placed in the education record, FERPA, not HIPAA, likely will apply when determining access to the information in the file.
Does FERPA allow a school or school employee to disclose information from a FERPA-protected education record to an SBHC that is not a school employee or official?

CASE SCENARIOS

Does FERPA allow information to be released in these cases?

- Care coordinator working for SBHC, not a school official, asks for online access to students’ school schedules to coordinate appointments.
- Clinical provider from the SBHC wants to sit in on a school attendance meeting where school staff will discuss the student’s absence history and its impact on grades.
- A student is suicidal, and teacher wants to refer to the SBHC to protect the health and safety of the student.

The answer in the above case scenarios depends on whether there is a FERPA-compliant written authorization in place or one of the limited exceptions to FERPA otherwise allow the disclosure. Examples of several such exceptions are described below. It is important to remember that even if the disclosure is allowed under FERPA, it also must be allowed under any applicable state law before the information can be shared.

The information may always be disclosed pursuant to a FERPA-compliant written authorization. If there is no authorization in place, information from the education record can only be disclosed following an exception in FERPA, and these are very limited situations. For example, the school could provide the healthcare provider with access to directory information. What that would include will depend on how directory information has been defined by that school district in its annual notice to parents and whether parents have opted out of directory information disclosures. Typically, directory information includes information like name, address, and date of birth. It does not include attendance, grades, class schedules, or other sensitive information.

School staff also may disclose information that is not contained in the education record, such as information from personal observations that have not been recorded, as long as the disclosure does not violate any applicable state confidentiality law, professional code of conduct, or contract obligation.

In an emergency, information in the education record may be disclosed to appropriate people pursuant to the FERPA health or safety exception, and that may include a healthcare provider if the school official believes disclosure to that healthcare provider is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other people. According to DOE guidance, “this exception to FERPA’s general consent requirement is limited to the period of the emergency and generally does not allow for a blanket release of PI from a student’s education records. Rather, these disclosures must be related to an actual, impending, or imminent emergency, such as a natural disaster, a terrorist attack, a campus shooting, or the outbreak of an epidemic disease.” It is important to ensure any disclosure meets the specific requirements of the emergency exception in FERPA. In all cases, it is important to discuss the application of these rules with legal counsel.
C. Communication between SBHCs that qualify as “School Officials” and Schools

1. Does FERPA allow a school or school employee to disclose information from a FERPA-protected education record to an SBHC acting as a “school official”?

CASE SCENARIOS

Does FERPA allow information to be released in these cases?

- Care coordinator working for SBHC acting as a school official asks for online access to students’ school schedules to coordinate appointments.

- Clinical provider from the SBHC wants to sit in on a school attendance meeting where school staff will discuss the student’s absence history and its impact on grades.

- A student is suicidal, and teacher wants to refer to the SBHC to protect the health and safety of the student.

The answer in the above case scenarios depends on whether there is a FERPA-compliant written authorization in place or one of the limited exceptions to FERPA otherwise allows the disclosure. Of critical note are the “school official” and “health and safety” exceptions, described below. It is important to remember that even if the disclosure is allowed under FERPA, it also must be allowed under any applicable state law before the information can be shared.

In many cases, a school whose records are subject to FERPA may disclose information from the education record to an SBHC acting as a “school official,” but it is important to also look at applicable state law and local policy. The information may always be disclosed pursuant to a FERPA compliant written authorization. If there is no authorization in place, information from the education record can be disclosed only following an exception in FERPA. One such exception allows school staff to share information from the education record with “school officials” in the same educational agency who have a “legitimate educational interest” in the information being shared. The DOE says that “legitimate educational interest” can be defined broadly to mean that the school official needs the information to perform their official or professional duties.68 FERPA requires schools to include in their annual notices to parents a statement indicating whether the school has a policy of disclosing information from the education file to school officials and, if so, which parties are considered school officials for this purpose as well as what the school considers to be a legitimate educational interest. Section 05.A.4 on page 24 of this guide discusses when an SBHC may qualify as a “school official.”
In addition, the school could provide the SBHC with access to directory information. What that would include will depend on how directory information has been defined by that school district in its annual notice to parents and whether parents have opted out of directory information disclosures. Typically, directory information includes information like name, address, and date of birth. It does not include attendance, grades, or other sensitive information.

School staff also may disclose information that is not contained in the education record, such as information from personal observations that have not been recorded, as long as the disclosure does not violate any applicable state confidentiality law, professional code of conduct, or contract obligation.

In an emergency, information in the education record may be disclosed to appropriate persons pursuant to the FERPA health or safety exception, and that may include a healthcare provider if the school official believes disclosure to that healthcare provider is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other people. It is important to ensure such disclosures meet the specific requirements of the emergency exception in FERPA. In all cases, it is important to discuss the application of these rules with legal counsel.

**HELPFUL RESOURCES ON HIPAA, FERPA AND SCHOOL HEALTH FROM HHS AND DOE**

**HHS and DOE**
Joint Guidance on the Application of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) To Student Health Records, December 2019

**HHS and DOE**

**Department of Education**
Dear Colleague Letter to School Officials at Institutions of Higher Learning, August 2016
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06 Minor Consent Laws - The Basics

1. What are minor consent laws? Every state has some laws that allow adolescent minors to consent for their own healthcare in specific circumstances. These laws are generally based either on the status or the living situation of the minor or on the specific service being sought or provided. The laws vary from state to state: Each state has one or more laws in each category; some states’ laws are comprehensive, including most categories, while other states’ laws are more limited.

2. Why do states have minor consent laws? States have minor consent laws to enable young people in need of essential healthcare to receive it even in circumstances when it would not be possible to obtain parent or guardian consent. An overarching dual goal of doing so is to protect health: the health of the young people who need care as well as public health.

3. Do parents have access to information and records when minors consent for their own care? In thinking about the role of “minor consent” laws, it is important to remember the distinction between consent for healthcare and consent to release information about the healthcare (also often referred to as permission or authorization). These two types of consent sometimes, but not always, go hand in hand. It is also important to distinguish between “consent” and “confidentiality” because they also are distinct legal concepts that apply in different ways. Whether parents have access to information and records when minors have consented to their own care may vary depending on which confidentiality law takes precedence: HIPAA, FERPA, 42 CFR Part 2, other federal laws (see page 16), or state laws. Depending on the applicable law, parents may have a right of access; the provider may have discretion whether to share information with parents; or the parent will have no right of access, and the provider no discretion to share, unless the minor explicitly authorizes the disclosure.

Even where the law prohibits disclosure without explicit authorization from the minor, healthcare providers routinely encourage adolescents to communicate with their parents and support them in doing so. However, it is important to remember that many adolescents are concerned about disclosure to their parents of information they feel is particularly sensitive and sometimes delay or entirely avoid seeking care if it is necessary to involve their parents in advance to obtain consent. This is true even though many adolescents voluntarily share all or most of their health information with their parents and other trusted adults. Voluntary communication can be very helpful in supporting adolescents’ health; mandated communication and disclosure can be counterproductive unless necessary to protect the health of a young person or the public.
WHAT ARE YOUR STATE’S MINOR CONSENT LAWS?

Each state has one or more laws that allow minors to consent for care either based on their status or the specific health service they are seeking. Below are common examples of such laws.

Minors sometimes authorized to consent for care when they have the following status or living situation:
- Minors legally emancipated by court order
- Minors living apart from their parents
- Married minors
- Minors in the armed services
- Minors who are the parent of a child
- High school graduates
- Minors who have attained a certain age
- “Mature minors” who are explicitly authorized by statute to consent for care

Services for which minors are sometimes authorized to consent:
- Contraceptive care
- Pregnancy-related care
- Outpatient mental health care
- Counseling and treatment related to substance use
- Diagnosis and treatment (and sometimes prevention) for sexually transmitted infections, sometimes referred to in statutes as venereal disease
- Diagnosis and treatment (and sometimes prevention) of either human immunodeficiency virus, or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
- Diagnosis and treatment (and sometimes prevention) of reportable or communicable diseases
- Examination and treatment related to sexual assault

---

4. **What is the role of minor consent laws in the application of federal and state confidentiality laws?** Laws that allow minors to consent for their own healthcare play an important role in the application of state and federal confidentiality laws, including HIPAA and FERPA. Neither HIPAA nor FERPA alter whether and when minors are allowed to consent for their own care. That said, who has access to the minor’s health information and whose authorization is required to release it does vary depending on which law takes precedence.

If HIPAA applies, parents’ access when a minor has consented depends on what state and other laws say regarding parent access. These laws may require disclosure to the parent when a minor consents for care, with or without the minor’s permission. They may require the minor’s permission for disclosure to the parent. They may give discretion to the healthcare provider to grant or withhold parent access; or they may be silent on parents’ access, in which case the provider has discretion to decide. That discretion may be exercised based on the terms of state law or may be exercised based on specific provisions of HIPAA (see page 16 above).

If FERPA applies, parents generally have access to a minor’s health information if it is contained in an education record. This is true whether or not the minor consented to the underlying care. In situations in which neither HIPAA nor FERPA applies, state law or other federal laws may determine whether parents have access.
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Privacy is a “prerequisite for trust,” and trust is essential to the therapeutic alliance between a provider and patient. Transparency about when information will be protected and when a provider may want or need to share information fosters trust as does empowering patients with as much autonomy (control and decision-making authority) as possible related to disclosures. It is critical to ensure that the protection and sharing of health information complies with all applicable confidentiality laws, but in developing confidentiality and information-sharing policies and practices for a school health program, it also is important to consider what policies and practices will help ensure the best health outcomes by supporting autonomy, transparency, and trust.

In 2016, the DOE issued what it deemed “significant guidance” to institutions of higher learning regarding confidentiality and disclosure related to campus healthcare services where records created are subject to FERPA. Although this guidance explicitly applies to postsecondary institutions, it states many principles that are highly relevant to development of confidentiality and disclosure practices and the application of FERPA and HIPAA in elementary and secondary school settings. The guidance states:

“Many institutions offer their students on-campus access to medical services, including mental health services. These services can help comprehensively promote campus safety and health; improve academic achievement; and assist those who experience sexual violence, other violence, or harassment. These benefits cannot be fully realized in an environment where trust between students and the institution is undermined. Students should not be hesitant to use the institution’s medical services out of fear that information they share with a medical professional will be inappropriately disclosed to others. The Department urges that institutions inform students at the time they receive treatment of the privacy protections afforded to their medical records pursuant to Federal and State law as well as institutional policy...
“Most disclosures under FERPA are permissive, rather than mandatory, meaning that institutions choose when to share education records, including medical records without consent under the exceptions set forth in [FERPA]. When institutions choose to disclose PII [personally identifiable information] from education records, including medical records, without consent, they should always take care to consider the impact of such sharing, and only should disclose the minimum amount of PII necessary for the intended purpose. When making these decisions involving student medical records, the Department recommends that institutions give great weight to the reasonable expectations of students that the records generally will not be shared, or will be shared only in the rarest of circumstances, and only to further important purposes, such as assuring campus safety. Failure to meet those expectations could deter students from taking advantage of critical campus resources, and could undermine the integrity of the patient-doctor/provider relationship as well as trust between students and the institution.”

In this light, the following may serve to promote best outcomes, no matter which federal or state confidentiality laws apply. These confidentiality and disclosure policies and practices support transparency, autonomy, and trust in the provider-patient relationship.

**AUTONOMY**

- Obtain consent for disclosures whenever possible, even if authorization is not necessary under the applicable law. HIPAA, FERPA, and most confidentiality laws allow sharing when a release form is in place.
- Do not condition services on the agreement to share information or sign a release.
- Authorizations can be tailored to meet the specific disclosure needs of the situation by shaping what, why, where, when and with whom information will be shared in a way that no exception to confidentiality law can. This benefits the provider and the patient.
- Ensure the release is user friendly and can be understood.
- Ensure that any release contains all the elements and notices required by applicable law.
- Even when a written release is not required, consider obtaining verbal consent in the interest of autonomy.

**TRANSPARENCY**

- Inform students and parents about confidentiality protections and the limits of confidentiality before engaging in care.
- Explain the purpose for disclosure when seeking permission to share.

**TRUST**

- When it is not possible to obtain a release, consider whether one of the exceptions in HIPAA, FERPA, or state laws that allow sharing without authorization apply.
- Tailor disclosures narrowly to the minimum necessary to serve the purpose of disclosure.
- If prior permission is not obtained, share the fact of disclosure as soon as possible, either before or after it occurs, whenever safe and appropriate to do so.
Conclusion

Protecting the confidentiality of health information and sharing it when appropriate are both important goals of healthcare in schools and school-based settings. When sharing information is appropriate, it is always possible with the required authorization, regardless of what laws apply. Review of the intersection of state laws with HIPAA and FERPA is essential; consultation about this with counsel is advisable. The laws provide a baseline but when developing policies for school-based health centers and schools, it is equally important to consider ethics and best practices. Trust, partnership, and transparency are key; centering consent helps us achieve those important goals.
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